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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4858910A] A conveyor for a sheet-fed rotary printing press for transferring sheets away from an impression cylinder includes a delivery
cylinder disposed adjacent the impression cylinder, and a chain conveyor having a plurality of sheet grippers, adapted for moving the grippers about
the delivery cylinder for successively engaging sheets on the impression cylinder. The delivery cylinder has a gap in its outer periphery for receiving
successive of the sheet grippers during transfer of a sheet from the impression cylinder to the sheet grippers. The sheet grippers each include a
support and a pivotable gripper finger, and a displacer mounted on and extending rearwardly of each gripper support for bridging the gap in the
delivery cylinder within which the gripper is disposed during a sheet transfer operation, and for maintaining tension in the sheet during transfer
from the impression cylinder to the chain conveyor. The displacer is comb shaped having a plurality of rearwardly extending arcute shaped teeth. A
sheet support comb also may be supported on the delivery cylinder with its teeth forwardly extending in intermeshing relation with the teeth of the
displacer so as to completely bridge the gap within which the sheet gripper is disposed. Antismear rollers or like elements may be disposed on the
teeth of the displacer and the sheet support comb to facilitate smooth transfer of the sheet away from the compression cylinder.
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